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But even the earlier versions of the Rift did not immediately strike the tech masses as a gimmick.
While a few techies had been experimenting with what seemed like a plausible platform for immersive
video since the turn of the century, all that was needed was a bit of validation from someone who had

the clout to make the device a success: Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, for example, purchased
video games publisher id for $2.5 billion in part to create the technology that would eventually power
the Oculus Rift. Then when Facebook acquired Oculus VR in March, it became official: virtual reality
was going to become the next thing. Virtual Reality, or VR, has a long tortured history. Until three

years ago, the technology was more or less moribund. Then Palmer Luckey (now 22), reignited interest
with a series of prototypes for a new device called the Oculus Rift, which improved significantly on the
old technology by taking advantage of advances in components for phones. His company, Oculus VR,

was acquired by Facebook last year for $2 billion. One game we tested was Segas Virtua Tennis
Challenge, which like many Android games, allows you to test drive the game for free, by completing

the half dozen tennis lessons (which teach you how to play) and then playing in one real tennis match.
The Virtua Tennis Challenge really takes advantage of the various buttons on the blue-tooth controller,

allowing you to smash, lob, or send a powerful serve to different areas of your opponents court.
Combine this advanced gaming interface with an MHL connection, some good speakers, and a comfy

couch or recliner, and you will quickly forget you are playing a video game on your phone.
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to invite remote commentators to join your stream, all you need to do is start a video chat inside
switcher and send them a link. each commentator can then join from any device with a camera and a

browser, and they dont even need a switcher account. youll be able to control each guests audio
independently. and, of course, theyll be able to see the sports stream on their devices in real time
gotta cry gooooooooal at the exact right moment. hey guys, i'd like to play some virtua tennis 4 at
home, but i don't want to buy the ps3 version if i can't use it on my pc (duh). can i use a wireless
keyboard and mouse to play it? or do i need to use the ps3 controller? if you have an external usb
sound card you can connect to your computer, you might be able to hear something. just plug it in,

and then in the switcher app, go to the options > device settings > advanced > audio
(troubleshooting) and make sure that your usb sound card is selected. this is a good test. if you can

hear audio from it, you can see that in the app. unless youre already using an av capture card, you are
going to need to buy an av capture card to make your streaming life easier. check out the av capture
cards page to find out more. from there, you can download the free app for your mobile device or pc
that lets you control your capture card, and even listen to your audio without using your streaming

setup. you could even use a laptop with a built-in webcam and mic to control the game and the
commentary from any location. one of the best ways to make your audio better is to use an audio

mixer. before buying any mixer, youll need to make sure your game has a decent number of virtual
microphones, since each microphone on your computer, or that you can plug in, will act as a virtual
microphone and add to the audio mix. you can do that in the game itself, or you can use the audio

mixer to add more microphones. 5ec8ef588b
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